
Dear Mr. Warren Buffett,

My name is Ella Rose Leisey, I am a rising college freshman and a committed

supporter of actors Olivia Hussey and Leonard Whiting. I am writing to you today as a

representative for Ms. Hussey, Mr. Whiting and all who care about them. As the CEO of

Berkshire Hathaway, it is of the utmost urgency that Paramount’s exploitative and

pedophilic actions are brought to your attention.

At the sensitive ages of sixteen and seventeen, Ms. Hussey and Mr. Whiting were

given their big break by famed director Franco Zeffirelli in “Romeo and Juliet.”

However, profound mental anguish would be soon to come with Paramount’s mass

distribution of the bedroom scene. After originally being promised to be censored in nude

undergarments, Ms. Hussey and Mr. Whiting were eventually coerced into filming

completely nude while imitating sexual acts.

As a result, the scene equates to child pornography under federal law (title 18

section 2256.) Further amplifying the situation, Paramount recently authorized a high

definition re-release of the film in 2023. Consequently, allowing for the underage naked

bodies of Ms. Hussey and Mr. Whiting to be viewed by predatory individuals in enhanced

resolution.

The emerged repercussions have been detrimental and deeply troubling. I’m

confident in our mutual understanding that consent is primary in any business transaction,

at sixteen and seventeen Ms. Hussey and Mr. Whiting could have never possibly

consented or imagined the outcome of Zeffirelli’s sudden request. As noted before, Ms.



Hussey’s bare breast and Mr. Whiting’s buttocks are fully visible in the scene. This has

attracted many perpetrators who are sexually attracted to children, causing the images to

be uploaded to porn sites for autoeroticism.

As a father and grandfather, I hope that this is devastating news. I’m sure that any

individual who sincerely cares about the wellbeing of children would be disturbed to find

out that their shareholder company is actively spreading child pornography. I humbly

plead that you utilize your authority and present this issue to your shareholders during

your annual meeting on May 4, 2024. Please consider giving your partners the

opportunity to decide if they would like to support such a heinous and unethical company.

I greatly admire your countless acts of philanthropy throughout your extensive

career. With that being said, I respectfully suggest you explore an additional humanitarian

endeavor and sell Berkshire Hathaway’s holding in Paramount. Doing so would align

with your philosophy of changing lives with your investments. I kindly ask that you do

not overlook the moral cost or the suffering of Ms. Hussey and Mr. Whiting.

I have an immense regard for your interview with Charlie Rose in which you

expressed sincerity and responsibility in managing people’s money. I encourage you to

lead by example and cease investing in Paramount who promotes devaluing and sexually

exploiting others.

Lastly, if you wish to educate yourself further on what Ms. Hussey and Mr.

Whiting have endured due to Paramount’s willful and intentional production and

distribution of involuntary child pornography please take a moment to visit the website

(link below) to learn more.



Integrity is priceless.

Respectfully,

Ella Rose Leisey

https://romeoandjulietlawsuit.com

https://romeoandjulietlawsuit.com

